This paper describes spacecraft formation control and sensing research with application to a Separated Spacecraft Interferometer. A multi-layer control design that achieves very accurate alignment between spacecraft is described. Sensing for this control architecture is based on a global real-time relative position and orientation estimator that uses Carrier Differential-phase GPS measurements. A local optical sensor is used as well. The experiments are performed on a fully functional indoor GPS environment using three prototype spacecraft on a granite table. Work continues on extending the control to a formation of three active vehicles and on extending the sensing system to a self-constellation.
Introduction
Formation flying of multiple spacecraft is an enabling technology for many future space science missions including enhanced stellar optical interferometers and virtual platforms for space science in low Earth orbit. This paper describes research on the development of an indoor multi-vehicle, GPS-equipped testbed to demonstrate various navigation and control issues associated with this class of missions. The objective of this work is to investigate the sensing, initialization, and control of a multiple spacecraft system such as the New Millennium Interferometer (NMI) [l] . Our systems approach of analyzing and testing on this testbed complements on-going research a t NASA JPL [2] .
To fly spacecraft in a precise formation, it is necessary to develop a very accurate real-time sensor for the formation position and attitude. The Carrier Differential-phase techniques of the Global Positioning System (CDGPS) offer a very promising method for sensing the relative state (position and attitude) of these vehicles abling GPS sensing to be used in self-constellation mode when the NAVSTAR constellation is not visible.
The NMI mission requires a very tight formation of three spacecraft that will necessitate the development of many different sensing and control technologies. Two of the spacecraft will act as collectors that focus the light of a distant star onto the third combiner spacecraft that forms the interference pattern [l] . To form the interference pattern, the optical path between the spacecraft must be controlled to within a fraction of a wavelength of light. A layered control approach has been proposed to achieve this high degree of accuracy. The current mission plan would use CDGPS-like sensors as a coarse sensing layer to measure the spacecraft relative position to within 4 cm and relative attitude to within 6 arcsec so that the more accurate optical metrology systems can be aligned. This paper focuses on recent developments at Stanford to provide a two-dimensional, three vehicle formation flying testbed (FFTB) that can be used to investigate many of the sensing and control issues associated with a separated spacecraft interferometer. The current work extends previous research [6, 8, 91 which developed a formation of three active vehicles using GPS sensing to determine the relative position and attitude. Results to date have shown that a CDGPS based relative sensing system achieves accuracies better than 2 cm and 0.5" on a real formation of vehicles.
Research topics include:
1. Formation control: investigation of the key trade-offs associated with various estimation, communication, and control architectures on the FFTB.
2. Formation sensing: enhancing the relative navigation by developing reliable acquisition procedures and extending the CDGPS-based sensing to a selfconstellation system.
The results presented here represent one step in the process of identifying issues and developing enabling technologies for the separated spacecraft interferometer. CDGPS continues to show promise as an accurate global sensor; the improvements presented here allow real-time control with feedback on the CDGPS relative position and velocity estimates. The systems approach to designing the multi-layer alignment control will be continued as three active vehicles are coordinated to act together as a single instrument system. Given the phase measurements for the vehicle formation, the optimal estimate of the formation states X z ( t ) can be solved in real-time using nonlinear estimation techniques. It is also necessary to obtain an estimate of the single and double difference integer ambiguities so that these can be subtracted from the phase measurements. For the results presented in this paper the vehicles were started at known locations so that the integers can be solved for directly [ll] . Both Refs [8, 9) discuss more sophisticated integer resolution approaches based on the motion and search techniques [12, 13). These initial results are promising, and work continues on implementing these approaches on the testbed shown in Figure 1 .
While these vehicles solve for their absolute states (position and orientation), what is more important for the formation sensing and control are the relative states which can be found by simply subtracting the two absolute state estimates. In general it is expected that this sensing system will provide a more accurate estimate of the relative position between vehicles because many of the most important error sources are predominantly common-mode and their effects are removed by differencing the absolute position estimates.
Formation Flying S y s t e m
A two-vehicle stationkeeping system is used to investigate the advanced GPS-based formation sensing and formation control techniques discussed in this paper. Two GPS-equipped simulated spacecraft are assigned the task of keeping station 1.2 meters apart. One vehicle is kept passive; the other maintains the relative state (position and orientation) using thrusters. In addition, a laser pen mounted on the active vehicle is aimed at a 14 cm wide target on the passive vehicle. The goal of the active vehicle IS to keep the laser pen pointed at the center of the target to within a given toierance. The active vehicle has thrusters for position and attitude control plus a reaction wheel for fine attitude control.
This two vehicle system is designed to address some of the key challenges faced by a separated spacecraft interferom- 
Formation Flying Testbed
To investigate the guidance, navigation, and control issues associated with the precision formation flying NMI mission, a formation flying testbed has been created in the Stanford Aerospace Robotics Laboratory. The testbed consists of 3 active free-flying vehicles that move on a 12 ft x 9 ft granite table top (see Figure 1 ). These air cushion vehicles simulate the drag-free zero-g dynamics of a spacecraft formation in a horizontal plane. The self-contained vehicles are propelled by compressed air thrusters.
An indoor GPS environment was previously constructed by Zimmerman [lo] . This consists of six ceiling mounted pseudolite transmitters broadcasting GPS signals.
Each vehicle has four GPS antennas connected to a single GPS TANS (Quadrex) receiver. There is an overhead vision system mounted above the table that can track each vehicle in real-time. The vision system has an absolute accuracy better than 1 cm for position and 1.5" for attitude for the entire table. This testbed is augmented with a simple laser metrology system to investigate the coarse/fine acquisition process and to measure the overall system performance.
Position and A t t i t u d e Estimation
Ref.
[9] provides a detailed derivation of the equations used to estimate the relative position and attitude of the vehicles using GPS carrier phase measurements. The measured carrier phase at antenna j of vehicle i from pseudolite k is
where S i j k is a vector from the phase center of the pseudolite antenna to the phase center on each receive antenna. The terms C T ,~ and crPi represent the portion of the phase incurred by clock errors between the transmitter and the receiver, and are the dominating terms in the measurement equations. These terms are eliminated by differencing over measurements from multiple antenna and vehicles. The antenna location relative to the pseudolite is clearly a function of the vehicle position and attitude, and thus $ j k is a function of the vehicle state X,.
The intra-vehicle single differences contribute primarily to determination of the attitude of each vehicle. These measurements are obtained by differencing between the master eter. In particular, for this system we need an accurate, but global, relative sensor for coarse stationkeeping control. This outer most layer of the control is designed to keep the laser point on the target. A fine pointing controller can then be used to move the laser point to the center of the target, thereby accurately aligning the two vehicles. These features are similar to the functions of the NMI spacecraft which will have to move to desired locations (e.g. at initialization or during retargeting) and then align with sufficient accuracy that the optical metrology loops can be closed.
For our system, the coarse sensor is an indoor GPS system (as described in Section 2) and the fine sensor is a CCD camera mounted on the passive vehicle. The camera looks down a t the target plate. The camera signal is processed and if the laser end-point is on the target, its position is reported. Each of these two sensors generates a signal that is used in a feedback loop to control the active vehicle.
As discussed in the next section, the GPS signals from both robots are processed by an iterated extended Kalman filter to generate a relative state (position and orientation) and relative rate estimate. This estimate is fed into a phase plane controller (Section 6) which uses the thrusters to keep the relative state within a desired error range. When available, the laser position (as determined by the camera) is used in a simple proportional-derivative control which uses the reaction wheel to keep the laser dot near the center of the target (Section 7). This system is represented in Figure 2 .
Experiments were carried out to verify each element of the system. A successful demonstration shows the multi-layer control system achieving control of the active vehicle to keep it inside the error bounds while the laser endpoint is kept close to the center of the target. A 1 cm laser control tolerance was chosen to represent tight control that could be the hand-off to an even tighter optical metrology system. Future work will choose a tolerance that more closely represents the needs of a separated spacecraft interferometer.
GPS Position and Attitude Sensing
The primary goal of the coarse sensor for a formation of vehicles is to provide a global system that estimates relative position and attitude for all vehicles in the formation, within some tolerance. The demanded accuracy of Previous work with this GPS testbed has employed a weighted least squares algorithm [S, 91 for computing position and attitude estimates. Although this algorithm meets the 2 cm requirement for static tests, the performance of the estimator degrades when the vehicles move. Simulations with measured data suggested that using an IEKF algorithm*would improve the accuracy of the position estimates [9] for both the stationary and dynamic cases. For this dynamic estimator, the vehicle velocity is estimated along with the position and attitude states.
A typical result for position error is shown in Figure 3 . This data is for the case of one vehicle undergoing motion Velocity states are estimated from changes in observed pol Previous experimentation has shown that this amount of motion is sufficient to cause large changes in the SNR values for each of the pseudolites. For the free-flying vehicles, control is implemented on each degree of freedom (two translation axes plus the orientation axis). The known characteristics of the system are used to generate families of possible trajectories in positionvelocity space. There is a different family for each of three possible thrust conditions: positive, zero, or negative thrust; the magnitude of the thrust is considered constant. The trajectory that terminates at the origin is chosen as the desired trajectory and named the switching lane. Then, the unit force (positive or negative) that moves the vehicle toward (or along) this trajectory is chosen. Once the vehicle reaches the origin, the thrusters are turned off until the state leaves the desired range, and the control process is repeated. The unit forces are mapped into vehicle thruster sition, since no doppler measurements were made. As a result, some delay is apparent in these velocity estimates. Some delay is also introduced through the wireless ethernet. The control commands and the GPS m e a s t m " t s are both sent to the estimating vehicle, which then sends back the results of the estimation. The impact of this delay in the velocity estimates is described in the next section.
While the experimental errors are reported for a setup with the vehicles 1.2 m apart, the resultant accuracies easily extend to larger separations between vehicles. Since the sensor is measuring the phase of RF waves, errors will not scale with distance. The one noticeable dependence on distance is the magnitude of the effect of an attitude error. The attitude errors achieved in these experiments are within the error of the truth system. At larger distances, the baselines between the antennas can be increased to improve angular resolution if necessary.
6 P h a s e P l a n e Controller A thruster control strategy was designed using phase plane techniques (see [14] for a discussion of nonlinear control sysThe behavior near the origin is critical for the stationkeeping application. An error bounding box consisting of position and velocity error limits must be defined for each =is (x, y, and 6 ) . When the vehicle state is outside the box, thruster firings =e triggered as described above. When the state is moved back inside the box, the thrusters stay on until the velocity magnitude has decreased to less than a deadband which then causes the thrusters to turn off.
For each axis, the phase plane controller is thus defined by the parameters: position error bound, velocity error bound, velocity deadband, switching line curvature, and switching line offset. The deadband and offset parameters would be zero for the ideal case, but can be adjusted to reduce the effect of noise or lag in the sensor. The phase plane portrait in Figure 6 shows a typical layout of the bounding box and switching line for the control chosen for the active vehicle.
The parameters for control were initially chosen for the ideal case (deadband and offset set to zero). The switching The final parameters used in the phase plane controller line curvature is based on the acceleration from a thruster pair (i.e. a = F / m ) . This parameter was identified using a prediction-error identification method prior to running the control experiments. Curvature values were obtained for several thrust levels (which can be adjusted on the testbed vehicles by changing air pressure level). Within the multilevel controller, The objective of the coarse loop (GPSbased) is to keep the laser dot on the target. Thus the position and orientation error bounds were chosen so that the laser dot would be at the edge of the target just when the position and orientation are at the edges of their boxes. The rate error bounds were chosen to be larger than the sensor noise by roughly a factor of 3.
The effect of the sensing delays described in Section 5 is to destabilize the system. Thus the control parameters were adjusted to increase system damping. This was achieved by adding the deadband and offset values. Also, the curvature of the switching line was reduced. These changes have the effect of damping the limit cycle created by the sensing delay. The final values used are shown in Table 6 .
This controller was tested on the vehicle. The state estimate from the GPS/Kalman filter was the input and the output was thruster commands for the vehicle. A phase plane portrait containing 10 seconds of position and velocity data for movement in translation perpendicular to the path of the laser is shown in Figure 7 . Notice that the velocity ranges from +2cm/s to -2cm/s. But the position is cycling around the negative position error bound of -1.2 cm. The position is inside the position bound 80 % of the time and never moves more than 6 mm beyond the bound. Similar performance is observed along the other translation axis and in orientation.
With disturbances and thruster modeling errors, we would not expect to bring the vehicle fully to rest. However, even with the delay inherent in the current sensing system (which will be improved in future work) it is quite promising that such tight control was nevertheless achieved.
The laser was tracked by the optical sensor as a metric (i.e. no feedback) during this test. The coarse controller keeps the laser on the target for most of the experiment, but the position of the dot moves randomly over the width of the target. This relatively poor targetting was expected because this coarse loop is designed only to bring the laser into the field of view of the optical sensor. Figure 8 shows the distance of the laser from the center of the target during the same 10 seconds of data as shown in Figure 7 . The optical control loop is closed on this sensor in the next section.
Optical Inner Loop
With the coarse GPS/thrusters control loop keeping the laser on target, the fine pointing optic/reaction wheel control loop was closed. For this initial test, these two control loops were designed and implemented separately. Future work will investigate the benefits of tighter coupling between the inner and coarse control loops. The wheel torques are expected to be small and can be treated as disturbances by the coarse loop. The optic sensor and reaction wheel are fast and accurate enough to detect motion due to the thruster control. This system is designed to demonstrate the validity of the control design, so a goal is set to significantly improve the pointing performance over the coarse loop alone; the laser dot was to be kept within 1 cm of the center of the target.
A simple proportional-derivative controller is used to generate torque commands based on the sensed laser end point position and velocity errors. When the laser point is not in view, the commanded torque is zero. The position gain was roughly twice the velocity gain. A typical performance result with the fine pointing loop engaged is shown in Figure 9 . Note the mean error is only 0.2 cm , and the deviation from zero is less than 0.4 cm.
This corresponds to a significant improvement over the performance with only the coarse controller loop closed. The active vehicle's coarse loop control maintains vehicle position and orientation during this run.
Conclusions
This paper has demonstrated station keeping for a twovehicle formation of spacecraft using GPS and a simple optical sensor. This problem has direct bearing on the separated spacecraft interferometer mission which needs precisely pointed yet widely separated optical instruments. A multi-layer control approach was successfully demonstrated for controlling the relative attitude and position of an active vehicle. It was shown that a coarse control loop using thrusters for actuation and GPS for relative sensing could keep station within specified error bounds. This in turn enabled a fine (but limited-range) optical sensor to be used for maintaining a more precise alignment of the vehicles.
The key technologies examined in this paper are: 1) the iterated extended Kalman filter applied to single-and double-difference GPS phase measurements that creates an accurate, but global sensor; 2) the use of a phase plane controller to enable thruster-based control with adjustable parameters that can be explicitly related to the alignment accuracy required to keep the laser on the target; and 3) the use of a multiple loop closure strategy for solving the difficult problem of very precise station keeping.
Future work will expand the control to 3 active vehicles.
A new facility that is under development will allow much longer baselines between the vehicles (= 10 m). These greater separations will also allow for a hardware test of the self-constellation concept. A more advanced laser metrology sensor will also be developed so that it can be replicated on each of the three vehicles. We will also investigate developing even tighter inner loops using fast steering mirrors.
